Autonomic Managed Service & End User Help Desk
Wholesale Distribution Case Study

24/7 End-to-End Infrastructure and Help Desk
Services Produce Dramatic Improvements

Overview

Country or Region: United States
Industry: Wholesale & Distribution
Customer Profile
The organization is a $1bn+ business that
employs 1,200 people. It sources over
700,000 building products globally, some of
which are marketed under its own brands,
and distributes them throughout the U.S.
Business Situation
Internal IT users needed to have a better IT
experience, IT staff were turning over, and
help desk responsiveness and resolution
times needed to be addressed. Additionally,
there was a need for a comprehensive ITSM
solution.
Solution
The customer selected nDivision for an
Autonomic Managed Service and a proactive
End User Help Desk service. It is also using
nDcenter, its single pane-of-glass ITSM
platform.
Metrics / Improvements
 70% automation across all tickets
 92% customer satisfaction
 92% workstation patching compliance
 94% server patching compliance
 100% live answer (no voicemail)
 25 second ASA (Average Speed of Answer)
 Less than 3% call abandonment
 100+ SOPs and article knowledgebase
 20% infrastructure consolidation in 3
months, and 40% in 12 months
 Integrated ITSM platform/processes
 Strong ITIL v3 compliance
 Employee onboarding/offboarding IT
process automation

In early 2017, the customer’s CIO was introduced to
nDivision by a another CIO who had partnered with it
for Managed Services in two different companies.
Having been recently appointed to the role, the CIO had
a number of challenges to deal with. Internally, the end
user IT service levels needed to be improved, and the
customer’s IT Director and two Systems Administrators
were leaving. nDivision stepped up, stabilized the
situation and immediately started making
improvements. Service levels have improved
dramatically and costs have been reduced.
The customer needed to make some pretty big decisions in a short
timeframe. Should existing staff that were leaving be replaced, or
should a third-party service provider be engaged? At the same time,
the executive leadership was insisting that IT related customer service
issues were addressed. Their CIO recognized that internal systems
were not at industry best practice levels, ITIL compliance needed to
be improved and the infrastructure needed to be optimized. There
was no guarantee that critical new hires would be able to solve these
problems; however, making the decision to move to a third-party
service provider would have long term implications.
Fortunately, nDivision came highly recommended from a trusted
advisor. A year later, all the challenges have been met or exceeded,
and at a lower cost than the prior in-house approach.

The CIO’s IT team was spending
so much of its time ‘keeping the
lights on and the trains running
on time’, that it was difficult to
invest in Continual Service
Improvement. In the first year
of the service, nDivision
documented over 100 Standard
Operating Procedures and

Interim Resources

IT Infrastructure Consolidation

With the IT Director and two Systems
Administrators departing, there was an urgent
need for interim resources. nDivision assigned
a Principal Consultant to the customer who
quickly took over the responsibilities for the
three individuals that were departing and
worked on priority tasks. This allowed the IT
team to continue to function as normal, and
prevented the CIO from having to be drawn
into fire-fighting.

As is the case in most large infrastructure
environments, there was a lot of scope for
optimization and consolidation. Within the
first 90 days, nDivision was able to consolidate
the infrastructure by 20% through better
virtualization and decommissioning older
systems; and 12 months into the service, this
had increased to 40%. Given that nDivision
charges for its Autonomic Managed Service
based on the amount of infrastructure that it’s
managing, this also reduced the monthly
service charge accordingly.

Challenges
The IT environment at customer had not been
maintained to industry best practices, which
caused stability issues. There was a
combination of disparate tools which didn’t
provide the IT team and the CIO with a holistic
view of IT operations. There were multiple
issues relating to the End User Help Desk –
slow answer times, support requests being
buried in voicemail, lack of support outside of
business hours, and significant ticket aging
issues and backlog.

knowledge articles, which are

Solution

all easily accessable within their

nDivision provided the customer with two
services: an Autonomic Managed Service to
ITIL v3 Level 2 standards for the datacenter and
network, and a proactive End User Help Desk.

nDcenter ITSM platform.

Service Transition

Service Level Management
Prior to nDivision’s service, there were few
service level metrics being tracked. The CIO
now has access to a real-time portal that
presents metrics for mean time to
respond/resolve, ticket status, average speed
of answer, call abandonment, automations,
and much more.

Automation & Continual Service
Improvement
Prior to nDivisions’s service, there was almost
no automation running across the datacenter
and network. In the first 90 days, 57% of
infrastructure incidents were being remediated
by Virtual Engineers (Autonomic Resolution no humans involved), and within 12 months,
this had increased to 70%.

nDivision was able to transition the customer
to an Autonomic Managed Service and a
proactive End User Help Desk in 30 days,
because its consultant had already established
a good understanding of the IT environment.
The ticket backlog was quickly reduced and
response times dramatically improved.

For More Information
This case study is for informational purposes only. NDIVISION
MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS
SUMMARY.

For more information about nDivision services and solutions go to www.ndivision.com or
contact us at info@ndivision.com.

